Auto Seal has arrived
EasyLife is so extraordinary, it practically fits itself
Sometimes it’s okay to expect
immediate results. That’s why
we developed EasyLife with
revolutionary Auto Seal
technology.

We named it EasyLife. You’ll call it your
favorite set-up mask. With its patented
Auto Seal technology, the EasyLife nasal mask
nearly eliminates the need for manual mask
adjustments. Its innovative, lightweight design
features a unique dual-cushion construction –
the inner cushion creates an instant, selfadjusting seal, while the outer cushion provides
comfortable support. The only manual steps
necessary are intuitive headgear adjustments,
making fitting as easy as possible. Helping you
fit 100% of your patients, 100% of the time is,
quite simply, easier with EasyLife.

Forehead pad adjusts automatically – eliminating a traditional fitting
step – and requires minimal headgear force.

Outer support cushion lets the mask
Only four parts:
mask frame, headgear,
outer support cushion,

rest lightly and comfortably against
the patient’s face, eliminating the
need to over-tighten the headgear.

inner seal cushion.
Angled exhalation micro
ports make operation
quieter and redirect air
away from the bed partner.

Inner seal cushion creates an instant,
self-adjusting seal.

Ordering information
EasyLife mask

Small

Medium

Medium wide

Large

Mask with headgear

1050021

1050022

1050023

1050024

Mask with headgear,
without exhalation port

1050031

1050032

1050033

1050034

DuoPack (extra cushion)
with headgear
FitPack: mask with headgear plus
small and medium cushions

1050026

1050027

1050028

1050029

N/A

N/A

FitPack: mask with headgear plus
medium wide and large cushions

N/A

1050088
N/A

1050089

Replacement parts

Part number

Small nasal cushion set*

1050091

Medium nasal cushion set*

1050092

Medium wide nasal cushion set*

1050093

Large nasal cushion set*

1050094

EasyLife headgear

1050095

EasyLife sizing gauge

1050096

* A cushion set includes one inner seal cushion and one outer support cushion.
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CAUTION: US federal law restricts these devices to sale by or on the order of a
physician.
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